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Abstract: We study the q-function of an operator A of Dirac type on a non-compact Riemannian 
manifold X, , which is obtained from a compact manifold X with boundary Y by attaching the 
infinite cylinder X, = (-oo,O] x Y UY X. We assume that the metric structure is a product 
on the cylinder and that the operator B, the tangential part of the operator A on the cylinder, 
is non-singular. We show that the v-function VA(s) shares aII the properties of the q-function of 
an operator of Dirac type defined on a closed manifold. In particular, VA(s) is a holomorphic 
function for Re(s) > -2. 
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Introduction 
In this paper we continue our study of the q-invariant on a manifold with boundary, 
initiated in [3] ( see also [5,8]). W e investigate the q-invariant of an operator of Dirac 
type on a manifold with cylindrical end. Our result implies the stronger version of the 
main results of paper [5, Theorem 0.1 and Theorem 0.21. This version will be discussed 
elsewhere. The results of this paper are used in the new proof of the Holonomy Theorem 
of Witten (see [lo]). 
Let X denote an odd-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold with boundary Y 
and let S denote a bundle of Clifford modules over X. Let A: C”(X; S) + C”(X; S) 
denote a compatible Dirac operator type acting on the sections of 5’ (see [2,4]; for 
detailed definitions). We assume that there exists a collar neighbourhood N Z [0, l] x Y 
of the boundary Y in X such that the Riemannian structure on X and the Hermitian 
structure on S are product in N (i.e. they do not depend on the normal coordinate U, 
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when restricted to Y, = {u} x Y). Th e o p erator A has the following form on N: 
A = G(& + B), (04 
where G: S ]y + 5’ ]y is a bundle isomorphism (Clifford multiplication by the inward 
normal vector) and B: C”(Y; 5’ 1~) + P’(Y; 5 jy) is the corresponding Dirac opera- 
tor on Y. In this paper we consider only the case of ker B = (0) i.e. B is an invertible 
elliptic operator. G and B do not depend on the normal coordinate u in N and they 
satisfy the following identities 
G2=-Id, G.B=-B.G 
G* = -G, B” = B. 
(0.2) 
G is a skew-adjoint involution and S, the bundle of spinors, decomposes in N into fi- 
eigenspaces of G, S = S+&?-. It follows that (0.1) leads to the following representation 
of the operator A in N 
A=[; _f]++[;+ B-;Bf])y (0.3) 
where B+ : Cm(Y; S+) -+ C”(Y; S-) maps spinors of positive “chirality” into the 
spinors of negative “chirality”. 
In [8] we studied the q-function of an operator A on X, where A was subject to 
certain boundary conditions. Here we attach the infinite cylinder (-co,01 x Y to the 
manifold X and as a result we obtain a complete Riemannian manifold 
x, = (-qo] x Y uy x. (0.4) 
We extend the bundle S to X, in a natural way. The Riemannian structure on X and 
the Hermitian structure on S are product in N, hence we can extend them to X, in 
a natural way and, at the end, we can extend the operator A to X, by using formula 
(0.1). It is well-known that A has a unique self-adjoint extension in L2(X,; S) (see [7]), 
which we also denote by A. We want to study the q-function of the operator A. We 
follow the standard definition and define q~(s) by the formula 
,,s,=r(q) -J, O” t(‘-1)/2 . Tr(Ae-tA2)&. (0.5) 
This formula needs certain justification. First of all, the operator emtA2 has a smooth 
kernel, but now it is not a trace class operator. Fortunately, we have to deal with 
the trace of the operator AeTtA2 and here the situation is different. Let us consider 
the kernel k(t; z, y) of the operator AemtA2. We obtain L(t; 2, y) by patching together 
kl(t; z, y), the kernel of the operator A extended to the closed double X of X and 
kz(t; 2, y), the kernel of the operator A on the infinite cylinder. It follows from (0.3) 
(see also [8, Lemma 2.21) that tr&(t;z,s) = 0. Therefore 
Tr,JestA2 = 
J 
tr k(t; 2, z)dz 
XC.2 
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consists of the interior contribution and the “error” term. We use Duhamel’s principle 
to show that the “error” term does not provide singularities to the q-function when B is 
a non-singular operator. Therefore in this case the q-function shares all basic properties 
of the q-function of Dirac operators on closed manifolds. Let us also remark that in the 
even-dimensional case q-function of the compatible Dirac operator is identically 0. 
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1. Elementary estimates on k(t; 2, y) 
We have to establish an elementary estimate on the kernel Ic(t; CC, y) to be able to 
apply Duhamel’s principle. Here is the result we need: 
Theorem 1.1. Let us assume that d(x,y) > 6 > 0, where d(x,y) denotes the Rie- 
mannian distance between x and y. There exist positive constants cl,cz such that for 
any t > 0 
Ilk(t; x, y)II < cl . esczt. (1.1) 
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of two results. The first result describes the behavior 
of the kernel outside the diagonal, and for small time. 
Proposition 1.2. Let us assume that d(x, y) > S > 0 and that 0 < t < 1. Then there 
exist positive constants cl and cg such that 
Ilk(t; 2, y)ll 6 cl . eeC31t. (1.2) 
The proof of this result is a straightforward application of Duhamel’s Principle. To 
make this exposition complete we present this proof at the beginning of Section 2, once 
we have established the necessary notation. 
The second result depends on the assumption that B is a non-singular operator. Let 
Xi denote the lowest eigenvalue of the operator B 2. It is well-known (see, for instance 
[5, Lemma 6.21) that in this case the operator A has only discrete spectrum in the 
interval (-A,,&). Let pg denote the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of the operator A2 
First let us observe the following elementary estimate: 
Proposition 1.3. For each k = 0,1,2,. . . , AkemtA2 is a bounded operator on 
L2(X,, S) and there exists positive constant c such that following estimate holds 
IV ke-tA2 ll < c . t-“/2 . e-t!-‘:. (1.3) 
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Proof. From the functional calculus we obtain 
llA”e-1A2 I( Q ;;$A’e-t’2). 
/ 
If t < k/2pi, then 
(1.4) 
sup (X%-tXZ 
GfiO 
> = (&) ‘I2 . e-W 
while if t 2 k/2pi, then 
and the claim follows. Cl 
A special feature of a manifold with cylindrical end is that we may carry the theory 
of Sobolev spaces exactly as in the case of UP. The point is that we can choose the 
covering of X, by a finite number of coordinate charts. We can also choose a finite 
trivialization of the bundle S. Let {U,, !Drn}K=r d enote such a trivialization, where 
&&!QJ,-+u,xe N is a bundle isomorphism and U, denotes an open (possibly 
non-compact) subset of IRn. Let {cpm} denote the corresponding partition of unity. We 
assume that for any m the derivatives of the function qrn are bounded. We say that 
section s of the bundle S belongs to the kth Sobolev space if and only if (P,,, . s belongs 
to Hk(lRn;CN) for any m. We define the kth Sobolev norm 
llsllk = 5 I@ +kn)k’2bm . s)ll~z 7 
m=l 
where A, denotes the Laplacian on the trivial bundle U,,, x CN c IFin x CN. 
Lemma 1.4. The opemtor 
Id +A2 : H2(X,; S) + L2(X,; S) 
is an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces. 
Proof. Let s denote an element of H2(X,; S). We have 
J 
IlA24b = II 5 A2bm411 G 5 IIA2h411 
m=l n&=1 
< c- 5 II(Id+Am)(qms)II < c . IMP * 
m=l 
(1.5) 
0.6) 
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Now let us assume that s E Dom(A2). We have 
llA2h411 = Ilwn(A2s) + 2 . Pi cpml(Ad + [A; [A; (~mll4I 
< Ile4A2411 + 2 . l&J; cpn&Wll + Ilk [A; (~mlbll 
< Il~m(A2s)ll + Z.ll[A; cpm] . (A(Id +A2)-‘) .(Id tA2)s)ll 
t Ilk Pi vmll4I 
(1.7) 
6 cdlA241 t c2ll(Id tA2)sll t c3llsll < ~4. {IlA2sll t llsll), 
for certain positive constants cr,c2, cs,c4. Hence qms E Dom(A2), but, on Urn, we have 
the obvious inequality 
IIW +A2>bns>ll 2 ~5 . II(Id t&n>(cPms)ll. (1.8) 
Therefore s = Cf=, vms is an element of H2(X,; S). 0 
It is obvious that for any k, A” : IIP+~(X,; S) + Hm(X,; S) is a bounded oper- 
ator and that (Id +A2)” : Hm+2k(X,; S) + Hm(X,; S) is an isomorphism of Hilbert 
spaces. After this brief discussion of Sobolev spaces we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.5. There exists N, such that the following estimate holds for any x, y E 
X, and any t > 0: 
Ilk(t; x, y)ll < cl . tsNi2 . emt@g. (1.9) 
Proof. Let dimX, = 2k - 1. For any z E X,, the Dirac delta function 6, is an 
element of the space H-“(X,; S). Let & denote an approximation of 6, by smooth 
functions with compact supports. There exists a constant c > 0 such that 
//(Id tA2)-“‘2&,zll~2 6 c, 
for any z and any 0 < E < 1, and we have 
(1.10) 
Ilk@; z, Y)II = II&; Ae-“A2&))II 
= II((Id +A2)-“/2(6z); (Id tA2)“AestA2((Id +A2)-“~“(S,)))ll 
= li+i (I((Id tA2)-“/2(6,,,); (Id tA2)“Ae-tA2 . ((Id +A2)-k/2(&,,)))ll 
Q h((Id tA2)-“/2(&,,)ll . [[(Id tA2)kAe-tA211 1 JI(Id tA2)-k/2(&,,)ll 
< c2 a II(Id +A2)kAe-tA2 II (1.11) 
< cr . t-_(2k+1)/2 . eBt@g . 0 
Theorem 1.1 follows directly from Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.5. 
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2. Duhamel’s principle. The existence of the q-invariant 
Now we are ready to use Duhamel’s principle in order to study the behavior of the 
q-function. We follow the strategy of [5] (see Section 2 of [5]). Let Er(t; 2, y) denote 
the kernel of the operator e--tAZ, where A denotes the double of the operator A (see 
[5, Section 21; see also [4,9]). The operator 2 lives on the closed double X of the 
manifold X. We also introduce Ez(t; 5, y), the kernel of the operator cmtAL, where A, 
denotes the operator G(&, + B) on the infinite cylinder (-00, too) x Y. We define a 
“parametrix” &(t; 2, y) for the kernel E(t; 5, y) of the operator emtAZ on X, as 
w 5, Y) = cp1b)W; 2, ?&A(Y) t (P2(+32(t; 5, Y)dJl(Y), (24 
where ($1, $2) is a smooth partition of unity on X,, such that $1 = 1 on X\N and 
$2 = 1 on (-m,i] x Y, and vi: X, -+ [O,l], such that cp; = 1 on supp(+;), I/J;(Z) = 0 
for d(s,supp($;)) 2 1. Furthermore we assume that there exists c > 0, such that 
d(supp(%%ldu); supp(&)) > 6, where d(z, y) denotes the Riemannian distance. 
Lemma 2.1. There exist positive constants cl, ~2, cg such that we have the following 
estimate on the kernels E&t; x, y) 
Remark 2.2. We refer to [5, Section l] for the proof of (2.2) in the case of a closed 
manifold and invertible operator. The invertibility of the operator li on the manifold X 
follows from the construction of il and Green’s formula (see [9]; see [4] for a detailed 
exposition of the related topics). This covers the case of El(t; x, y) and implies the 
result for E&t; 2, y). 
Now we have 
AE(t; x, z) 
t 
= Ad)@; x, z) -I- 
J / 
ds &A+; x, 2). C(t - s; z, x) (2.3) 
0 SUPP, C(Gv) 
= A&+,x)+ (Af#C))(W,x). 
Formula (2.3) needs explanation. The operator A acts here on the first space variable 
of the kernel, hence we really have 
AQ(t; 2, x) = A&; x,y)lzzy' 
C(t; x, y) denotes the “error” term in the formula 
C(t;x,y)=Q(t;x,Y)t/Lds~upp c(t=~~dtE(s;x,z)-C(t-s;z,y). (2.4) 
0 z ; I 
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Direct computation gives the following expression for C(t; z, y) 
C(G 2, Y) = - &2wlau)(4&(t; 5, Y)%&(Y) 
k=l (2.5) 
+ 2.(d~ilazl)(s)(dE;ldu)(t;2,y)~~(y)}, 
where u denotes the normal variable of the coordinate z. 
The next lemma follows immediately from Lemma 2.1, the choice of functions cp; 
and $; and (2.5). 
Lemma 2.3. C(t; ST, y) = 0 for d(z,y) > E. The support of C with respect to the 
variable x is contained in the collar N and there exist positive constants cl, ~2, c3 (we 
can assume that those are the constants from the estimate (2.2)) such that: 
[IAC(t; x, y)II 6 c~e-c2te-C3d2(c~y)~t. (2.6) 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. We have 
k(t; x, y) = AQ(t; x, y) t -&A&#&)& 2, Y>, 
k=l 
where 
P-7) 
Cr(t;X,y) = C(t;X,y) and Ck = C&,#C, 
and we define t Q#P(GX,Y) = ds 
J J dta(s;x,t)P(t-s;z,y). 0 XC=2 
The assumption d(x, y) > S together with (2.2) ’ rm pl ies the estimate (2.6) for the kernel 
AQ(t; x, y) and we have 
II(AQ#W; x,Y)II t < ds JJ dzcleW .,-dz(+,z)/s 0 SUPP, C(t-v,Y) 
. ,mle-c2(t-s) . e-c3d2(z,Y)l(t-S) (2.8) 
< c-s .e-c2t . e-C3d2(~,y)lt 
t 
. vol(supp, C(t - s; z, y)) ’ J ds 0 
Q cl(q .t.~ol(Y)).e-~2~ .e-C3d2(z*Y)lt. 
In the same way we obtain the estimate 
/lAQ#Ck)(t;x,y)ll < cl ('1 *t’iT1(y))r .e-Qt .e-c3d2(zc,y)/t_ 
We apply (2.7) and (2.9) in order to obtain the estimate 
((k(t; 5, y)II < cl . ecrt . e -c3d2(z,Y)It < cl . ecd . e-c3L2/t 7 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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and the Proposition 1.2 follows. 0 
Now, we are ready to prove the crucial technical result. We want to use formula 
(2.3) in order to show that the leading contribution to VA(S) comes from the term 
TrA&(W,y), h ence from the corresponding trace of the heat kernel on the closed 
manifold. 
Theorem 2.4. We have the following estimate of the “error” term in the formula 
(2.3) 
II(Ae#C)(t; 2, x)11 < cq . e_Qt . e-Cs.max(d(“;SuPP,C);c)/t. (2.11) 
Proof. Let us first consider the case z E X. We use here the fact C(t; z,z) is 0 for 
d(z,z) < E. 
IIW#W; ~9 411 t < ds J / 0 supp, C(t_-s;t,z) dzcle-c2s . Cle-C2(t-s) . e-c3d2(z~z)/(t-s) 
d(v)>c 
J 
t 
< cf . e-Qt . vol(Y) . e-c3c2/(t-s) 
0 
J 
t < CT . e-Qt . vol(Y) . e-C3’21Sds 
0 
< cf . e-c2t . vol(y) . t . e-c3c21t < q . eBcst . e-C5ec2/t. 
In (2.12) we have used the elementary inequality 
J 
t 
e -CISds < t . esclt for c > 0. 
0 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Now we have to consider the case of z = (u, y) E (-ce,O] x Y. In this case we have the 
inequality 
d(z, supp, C(t; z, z)) 3 6 - u. 
We apply (2.14) to obtain 
(2.14) 
ll(A&#C)(t; 2) z)ll 
t 
< ds 
J J 0 
supp, C(t_s;z,z) d,z cle-c2s . cle-c2(t-s) . e-C3d2(z7Z)i(t-s) 
. 
< cf . e-czt . vol(y) 
J 
t 
(2 15) 
e-c3(~-“)/(t-s)ds 
0 
g cf . e-C2t . t . e-c3(c-u)lt < cq . e-Qt . e-c3(c--u)/t_ 
(2.12) and (2.15) imply (2.11). 0 
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Corollary 2.5. The function f~(s) given by formula 
f/l(s) = /am ts(~r ~e-~~’ - Tr A&(t))dt 
is a holomorphic junction of s on the whole complex plane. 
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(2.16) 
Proof. We have the following estimate 
ifA( k l/m P(TrAeetAZ - TrAQ(t))dtl 
0 
G ( lrn tsPW#W)~t~ 
,< lrn tR”(“)dt J,, II(AE#C)(t; x,x)(Jdx 
t J (_ ol y IIWWW; ~,4lldz}dt. co, x 
It follows from (2.11) that the integral Jx II(AE#C)(t;x,x)lldx is bounded by cqe-C5t. 
e-c362/t . vol(X) and now we use (2.15) to estimate the second integral 
6 
6 
Q 
It follows that for 
IlfA(s)ll 
J 
00 
c4 . 
-Cst . vol(y) . e-C3(E+“)21tdu 
0 
c4 . e-C5t . vol(Y) . 
Jrn 
e --C3u2ftdU 
c4e-c5t. (t/c3)1/2. iyc2,t,l,2 evv2dv 
(2.17) 
(c4/2c~c) . t f emcst .J (c~2,t)l,2(e-v2)‘dv 
~5. e 
-C6t . e-c3c2/t 
any s we have the estimate 
Q C7’ tRe(s) . e_Qt . e-c3~2/t&a 0 (2.18) 
Now we can establish the desired properties of the q-function. 
Theorem 2.6. VA(S), the q-function of the opemtor A on the manifold X,, is a we& 
defined holomorphic function for Re(s) > -2. It has a meromorphic extension to the 
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whole complex plane with simple poles at the points -2k = -2, -4,. . . . The residue of 
VA(S) at the point s = -2k is determined in the following way._Let r2k(A)(x) deno_te 
the residue of n~(s; x), the “local” n-function of the operator A on the manifold X. 
Then r&A)( ) x are given by formulas in terms of the total symbol of the operator A 
at the point x (see [2,6]). In particular r&x) = 0 in the collar neighbourhood N. We 
have 
rzk(A) = R%,-2r, VA(s) = 
J 
w@)(X)dX. (2.19) 
X 
Proof. We have 
nA(s) = r(q) . Im t(‘-l)i2 . Tr AedtA2dt 
O3 t(s-1)/2 . Tr(AQ(t) + (AE#C)(t))dt 
d(q) .J, O3 t(S-1)/2 . Tr(AC#C)(t)))dt 
+ r (9) . irn & . &S--1)/2 
I, 
Tr -&(cpl(x)W; 2, d$l(d) Iz=y dx 
=r;2 > J 
84-1 -. O” t(s-1)/2 . Tr(Ae#C)(t))dt 
0 
(2.20) 
+ r(q) . lm & . t(S-1)/2 
(WSu)(x)). $1(x) .tr G(x)&(t; 5, x)dx 
The last term is 0 because d(supp(S~l/6~),supp($q)) > E and we are left with the q- 
density of the Dirac operator on a closed manifold, which is holomorphic for Re(s) > -2 
(see [2,6]). Now th e result follow from the analysis on a closed manifold (see [2, The- 
orem 0.2, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.111). Cl 
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